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Artwork Guidelines
1. Create and save your design in a supported file format.

We accept non-copywrited vector artwork saved in the following file formats: 
Adobe Illustrator (.ai), editable EPS (.eps), and Acrobat PDF (.pdf). We also accept non-vector 
artwork saved as an Adobe PhotoShop file (.psd) or an image file (.jpeg, .png, .�ff, etc.). 

2. Use vector artwork if possible.

Vector artwork is composed of paths, lines, curves, and shapes that are controlled through 
points that can be increased or decreased in size  without distor�on.  Vector artwork that is 
saved correctly can easily be transformed into a screen-printed product. If you don’t use 
vector graphics, our graphic designer may need to re-create your design for best results.

3. Choose high-resolution photos.

Photos are not composed of vectors, so they will become blurry and unusable if they don’t 
have a high resolu�on. Try to use photos that have a resolu�on of at least 300 dpi. If your 
design includes linked photos, be sure to include the photos or embed them when you send 
your design.

4. Convert all fonts to paths or outlines.

If you’re including a font in your design, remember to convert it to paths or outlines to 
preserve the fonts shape in case we do not have your chosen font installed on our
computer.  

5. To save money, use fewer colors.

When we prepare  your design for screenprin�ng,  we use our computer to 
separate each color which requires a new film posi�ve and a new screen.  To reduce your 
overall cost, use fewer colors to limit the total number of screens needed.  We allow a 
maximum of 4 colors per design.

Please let us know if you have any ques�ons.  We would be glad to explain the design 
process in more detail and explain why certain file formats are necessary. We would even be 
happy to create custom artwork for you.  Addi�onal fees may apply. 

To learn more, give us a call at (208) 888-4995 or email us for  a free quote.
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